
GOSystems - Outbound logistics





GOSystems can improve your  
finished goods management!

Are you dealing with:

• Inaccurate stock levels?
• Conflicting information on product age and rotation?
• Inaccurate packing information?
• Incorrect labels?
• Late orders from sales?
• Stock shortages?
• Delivery delays?

All the above can be very frustrating, not to mention 
costly.

Everyone wants to have their stock and orders under 
control, and their production schedules and deliveries to 
run like a finely timed engine. You want to be able to 
react to issues quickly and avoid wasting valuable time 
reviewing things manually.

Our GOSystems software helps take the frustrations 
out of finished goods management by making  
complicated tasks simpler and easier to manage.



Produce easily and directly to  
orders
Meet crucial delivery times while ensuring accuracy  
and efficiency throughout production. GOSystems  
ensures that your raw materials are used as  
effectively as possible according to the current order  
status and production capability. It helps you shorten your 
response time to production or order changes. It offers 
complete support for complex ordering, packaging, and  
palletizing. Producing only what is on order also makes it 
easier to prioritize sales and production orders.

Gain full control of your  
warehouse management
Know your stock levels at any given time. GOSystems  
gives you full control and visibility of your raw  
material, work in progress and finished goods  
inventories in real-time, providing you with an extensive 
overview of your products and stock status. Performing  
inventory transactions with online mobile scanners  
ensures real-time information.

Simplify your labelling demands
Manage all your labels, printers and settings centrally 
from your office. Our GOSystems label system provides  
a label designer with user friendly features for setting 
up text fields, barcodes, and images. You can put all the  
information you need on a single label and use the same 
product on different orders. Once you have designed 
a label and assigned it to a product, a customer or an  
order, GOSystems does the rest.

GOSystems for manufacturing execution







Reduce losses and optimize  
your product age level
Know your critical data at all times, including product 
age, expiry dates and time on stock. GOSystems  
ensures constant, direct access to this valuable  
information that can reduce losses on expired  
products and optimize the product age level.  
GOSystems assists you to set up and receive real-time 
alarms and notifications of expiry times and dates. 

Maintain product traceability
Trace every product from source to shelf. This  
ensures that you can act quickly if any issues arise, to  
minimize potential recalls and any monetary impact. 

GOSystems is able to record every process step based on  
individual animal or batches for all production processes 
from reception to dispatch. GOSystems uses various  
logical process areas to link all these elements together 
into one traceability chain. Accurate traceability allows 
you to assure customers of the correct price, quality and 
safety of your products. 

Optimize your finished goods 
delivery
Order pick, palletize, and ship products more  
efficiently. GOSystems enables you to build pallets 
directly to orders for single or mixed products, assign 
products to sales orders, assign orders to shipments 
and create final dispatch documentation. GOSystems 
solutions are able to report which products, packs and 
pallets have been dispatched, when, where, on which 
order, and by whom. 



Frontmatec develops world-leading customized solutions for automation in the food  
industry, other hygiene sensitive industries and the utilities industry. We are especially  
renowned for our high-quality systems for the entire value chain of the meat industry – from 
carcass grading, slaughter lines, cutting and deboning lines, hygiene systems and control 
systems, to logistics and packaging.
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